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ABSTBACT
Flow stratification due to reverse flow w«B
simulated in * 1/5 scale water model of • IHFBR
primary pipe loop. The stratified flow was observed
to have a dynamic interface region which oscillated
in a wave pattern. The behavior of the interface was
characterized in terns of location, local temperature
fluctuation and duration for various reverie flow
conditions. A structural assessment was performed to
determine the effects of stratified flow on the
fatigue life of the pipe. Both the static cod
dynamic aspects of flow stratification were
enjoined. The dynamic Interface produces thermal
striping on the inside of the pipe wall which is
shown to have the most deleterious effect on the pipe
wall and produce significant fatigue daaage relative
to a static interface.

nozzle and op through the hot lag pipe. Flow
stratification Bay develop when the cold sodium
reaches a horizontal pipe section containing hot
sodium. The controlling parameter for Identifying
the initatiop. of flow stratification is the
dimensionless Richardson number. The Richardson
number represents the ratio of bouyancy forces to the
inertial forces in tbe fluid flow. The bouyancy
forces are due to the difference In density between
the hot and cold fluids and under low velocity
reverse flow conditions the bouyancy forces dominate
the inertial forces and stratification develops. The
Interface region between the hot nnd cold sodium
layers is of particular interest because large
variations in local fluid temperature coupled with
characteristically high film coefficients can produce
large variations in temperature in the pipe wall.
The resulting thermal stress fluctuations contribute
to fatigue of the pipe.

WTBODUCTION
Flow stratification is a phenomsnon which has
the potential to cause significant fatigue damage in
liquid metal pipe systems. Stratified flow can occur
in loop type LHFBR primary pipe systems during remote
events which involve both a pony motor failure in one
loop and check valve leakage. During these events
reverse flow cay initiate in the affected loop and
cold sodium residing in tbe intermediate heat
exchanger (1HX> is pushed backwards out of the inlet

Until recently there has been little research
directed toward the understanding of flow
stratification in piping systoms. The fluid
phenomenon is currently being evaluated by Kasza at
Argonne national Laboratory for piping systems
prototypic of those found in loop type UHFBRs. This
test program is Intended to give pipe designers an
understanding of the problem and provide
recommendations on how to minimize stratification
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effects. Kasza has developed • correlation between
the Richardson number and tbe initiation of flow
gratification. These results indicate that
stratification will probably develop during low
velocity reverie flow events in LHFBE primary pipe
systems. Fujimoto [1) performed teits to investigate
flow stratification in pipes with the specific
purpose of studying the fluid behavior in the
vicinity of the interface between the hot and cold
fluids. He observed significant wave action at the
interface which resembled the wave action of flow in
an open channel. Moreover, he concluded that the
file coefficients at the interface were as high as
seven tines nominal values. Although these studies
provide key data in quantifying the fluid phenomenon,
they do not address the effects of stratification on
the pipe structure.
The purpose of tbe present study is to provide
an understanding of bow flow stratification
contributes to fatigue damage in LHFBR primary pipe
systems. Stratified flow was simulated for reverse
flow conditions in a series of scaled water tests.
The fluid behavior was observed and local fluid
temperature fluctuations were measured. Under
reverse flow conditions* highly dynamic thermal
fluctuations were observed which were due to the wave
motions of the interface of tbe hot and cold fluid
layers. In this study, fatigue daraage due to static
stratified flow and the dynamic wave motions are
examined. It is demonstrated that tbe dynamic nature
of stratification can be the most deleterious to the
pipe wall.
WATER MODEL TESTS
Reverse flow events, typical of those which
occur In loop type LMFBB primary pipe systems, were
simulated in scaled water model teBtE. The objective
is to obtain fluid temperatures for use in
calculating pipe wall temperatures and subsequently
thermal stresses and fatigue damage. The model was
constructed from plexiglass pipe and is illustrated
in Figure 1. The model includes a large diameter
(6.5 inch l.D.) hot leg which connects the reactor
vessel with the primary pump and a smaller diameter
(4.0 inch I.D.) hot leg connecting the primary pump
and intermediate heat exchanger (THX). The volume of
fluid in the pump model is representative of the
volume of fluid in a scaled primary pump, however,
the pump dynamics were not modeled. The pipe model
was initially filled with static 130*F water.
Reverse flow was simulated by injecting 70*F water at
the 1HX inlet. Dye was injected into the cold stream
for flow visualization. Transient fluid temperature
were measured at crost sections 1 through 5 (Figure
1) using closely spaced thermocouples around the
circumference of tbe pipe wall. The thermocouples
were Type R grounded thermocouples with time
constants in a range of 0.1 - 0.3 seconds. Figure 2
illustrates the placement of thermocouples in the
cross sections. This arrangement was designed
specifically to detect the location of the interface
between the hot and cold layers as stratified flow
developes and moves up through the cross section.
Test Conditions
The selection of parameters for the scaled water
tests wss based on similitude of the Richardson number
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Figure 1
Ki

Water Model of a LMFBR Primary Hot Leg
JD

(1)

Reverse flow velocities were selected such that
Richardson numbers in the tests were equal to
prototypie values for a LMFBR primary pipe system.
Maximum reverse flows in current LHFBR designs are
limited by check valve leakage to 1100 GPH. The
maximum difference in sodium temperature for reverse
flow events in loop type LKPBRs is 400*P. Diameters
of 23 inches and 35 inches were used as diameters for
prototypic hot leg pipes and Richardson numbers were
calculated for maximum reverse flow velocities in
each pipe leg. Test flow rates were based on
simulation of 42 percent to 100 percent of the
maximum reverse flow rates. The selected test
conditions are summit-ized in Table 1.
establishing similitude based on the Richardson
number does not Insure complete similitude between
the model and prototype. The Reynolds numbers should
be equivalent for dynamic similitude and the Prandtl
numbers should be equivalent for thermal similitude.
For these tests similitude of both the Reynolds
number and Prandtl number cannot be established
concurrently with the similitude of the Richardson
number. The Reynolds numbers of the reverse flow for
actual plant events are turbulent being in a range of
lO^-lO*. The Reynolds numbers in the tests fall
in the laminar to turbulent transition range (Table
1). Thus, the dynamics of the fluid in the test do
not simulate that of the plant. Although similitude
in dynamics is not rigoriously established, tests
which have turbulent flow regimes should provide
reasonable dynamic simulation. Moreover, the thermal

TABLE 1
SUKHAB* OP TEST CONDITIONS
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Figure 2

Location of Thermocouples in Pipe
Cross Sections

gradients in actual plant events are expected to be
nuch lower than in the tests because the Prandtl
number of lodium is of the order of 1000 times lower
than that of water. The effect of Prandtl number is
judged to dominate over any differences in dynamic
behavior between the test and the plant. Thus,
thermal gradients observed in the water teats will be
greater than those in a UfFBE primary pipe system and
thermal stresses calculated from the water test data
will be conservative.
Observations and Results
Stratification was observed to develop under all
test conditions. The interface between the bot and
cold fluids Moved slowly up through the cross
sections until the entire pipe was filled with cold
fluid. Based on the duration and the amplitude of
fluid temperature difference, the worst locations in
the small and large pipe sections were 2 and 5
respectively. Figure 3 illustrates the temperature
distribution at location 2. The Urn* required to
completely wash out the hot fluid increased with
increasing Sichardson number. Illustrating this
point, stratification disappeared after 500 seconds
at location 2 for a flow rate of 6.0 CPU while it
persisted after 4000 seconds at location 5 with a
flow rate of 3.0 GPM. The thickness of the interface
region, within which the temperature changed fron the
bot fluid temperature to that of the cold fluid,
varied in the range of 0.6 to 2 inches.

Another significant observation was the
oscillation of the interface region. Forces in the
shear flow caused the stratified interface to
fluctuate in a wave motion similar to that described
by Fujimoto. This was most pronounced at low
Sichardson numbers. The movement of the interface
region causes severe transient thermal fluctuations
in the pipe wall termed "thermal striping". Figure 4
illustrates the resulting local temperature variation
for the worst case thermal striping. Note that the
curves in Figure 3 denote average data because local
fluctuations such as those shown in Figure 4, are
filtered out. The frequency of tbe thermal striping
varies between 0.1 and 0.5 Hertz and under worst case
conditions the amplitudes are as high as 60 percent
of the maximum difference in fluid temperature. The
worst case thermal striping was measured by
thermocouple 4 at location 2 during the 4.5 GPM
test. The duration of the striping was 440 seconds.
k total of 102 cycles was counted. Fifteen percent
of this total measured less than ten percent of the
fluid &T. Seventy percent of the cycles were less
than thirty-five percent of the fluid AT while only
two percent measured less than sixty percent of the
fluid &T. Thus only a small percent of the total
cycles appror.ched the maximum amplitude.
Thus, two sources of fatigue were identified in
these tests. The first source is from stress due to
t'« presence of a static stratified fluid which
ma lupins the top of the pipe at a higher temperature
tban tbe bottom. The second source is from stress
due to the dynamics of the interface region which
produces thermal striping on the pipe wall. The
thermal stresses which result fron these two
phenomena are examined in the next section.

the interface i« relatively fait, producing
time-dependent distributions of temperature and
(trass in the pipe wall. The distribution* of
temperature and elastic strata for both of tha»a
problems are examined in tol* section.
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Static Tlow Stratification

Figure 3

Worst Case Average Temperature Distributions
in the Small Diameter Pipe
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The temperature gradients and strais«« due to
static atratified flow were aiaeaaed using the VECAN
finite element program (2}. Finite element models
were constructed of 2-D quadratic isoparametric
slements and are illustrated in Figure 5. The models
represent a large diameter thin walled 316 SS pipe,
typical of those found in loop type UfFBBc. Toe
fluid was modeled as an isothermal hot (1000'F) layer
of aodium residing over an isothermal cold <600*Fi
layer of sodium separated by *n interface region
within which the fluid temperature varied linearly.
A. parametric study fas performed to examine tbe
sensitivity of solutions to variables which are
secessarily assumed in the analysis. The parameters
varied in the thermal analysis are the interface
thickness, t, the film coefficients in each region,
h, and the location of tbe interface 6m. These
variables are illustrated in Figure 6. Linear
elastic stress solutions were generated from the
resulting thermal distributions and the additional
variable of pi*>e constraint was introduced in the
calculation of (tress. Internal pressure was
neglected.
The values of the variables examined in tbe
parametric study are listed in Table 2. Interface
thicknesses span those observed in the water oodel
test. The largest value was judged to be
representative of actual in sodium gradients. The
heat transfer between the fluid and pipe was modeled
while the outside pipe was adiabatic. Bounding
values of film coefficients were based on static hot
sodium and flowing cold sodium. Tbe dynamics of
thermal striping were considered in computing values
of film coefficient in the interface region even
thcugh thermal striping itself was neglected.

Response of Thermocouple Illustrating
Worst Case Thermal Striping Fluctuations

THERMAL STRESSES
Thermal stresses which result from
stratification were studied as a basis for assessing
fatigue damage. In order to Bimplify the analysis,
the thermal gradients in the pipe wall were decoupled
into two categories based on the two features of
stratification previously identified. They are:
*.

static stratification represented by hot and
cold layers of sodium separated by an
interface region and

8.

thermal striping due to the oscillation of
the interface.

Neglecting oscillation of the interface, the
movement of the stratification up through the pipe
cross section is sufficiently slow that the
assumption of the "static" interface closely
approximates the phenomenon. The thermal and stress
distributions for this problem are assentially
time independent- In contrast, the oscillation of
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Finite Element Models of Static
Stratified Flow

TABLE 2
VARIABLES IN PARAMETRIC STUDY OF STATIC STATE
FLOW STRATIFICATION

1.

Interface Thickness

'INTERFACE

o
•
•
•
2.

t
t
t
t

* 0**
- 0.72"
• 1.2"
- 3.S"

Btu
rile Coefficient (Hr-Ft -*F
HOT
*

Figure 6

Definition of Variables for Parametric
Study of Static Stratified Flow
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3000
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Fujimoto concluded that film coefficients in tbe
interface region can be as high as 7 times the
nominal value. In this study the highest film
coefficients were 10 tines tbe nominal.
The location of the interface was varied from
6 B . 40* to Bm - 140'. Extreme values of
6B Here not analyzed because they represent
limiting cases which can be assessed in a simplified
Banner. At the initiation of a very low velocity
event 6,, . 180" and 6,,, approaches 0* at the
end of an event. Stresses for these limiting values
of 6 B can be readily analyzed by considering the
entire pipe section as being isothermal with a local
deviation in wall temperature equal to the maximum
fluid AT. In such cases, the region where the
temperature differs can be assumed to be fully
constrained by the remainder of tbe pipe. It is the
intermediate values of 6 m which produce problems
that are statically indeterminant and hence are of
interest. The >ost prototypic axial constraint of
the pipe is generalized plane strain with rotation.
This co .straint allows both a constant axial
deflection and a constant rotation of the pipe cross
section, i.e., the net axial force and net axial
moment are zero. Thi& corresponds to the commonly
employed beam mode of deformation where plane
sections remain plane. Generalized plane strain
without rotation, i.e., £»xi»i = constant, is
slightly over constraining. Plane strain i.e.,
c
axial ~ °> i* extremely over constraining and
unrealistic and is not considered in this study.
The mechanics of the formation of stratification
stresses provides insight to the structural
response. Temperatures in the pipe were found to be
neerly constant through the wall and were isothermal
a short distance a short distance from the
interface. The largest component of stress is axial
which develops from differential axial expansion
through the pipe cross section. The axial stresses
are nearly constant through the pipe wall and
therefore are appropriately termed "membrane". The
distribution of axial stress Ground the circumference
is a function of the axial constraint. The formation
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e b b
_m
HOT
Prototypic
Values

3.

900
S200

High
Central
Low

6 . 40*
8 . 90*
8 « 140*

Axial Constraint
•
•

5.

9000
52000

COLD

Location of Interface
•
•
•

4.

40* 900
140' 900

h
INTERFACE

Generalized plane strain w/rotation
Generalized plane strain w/o rotation

Tenperiture Difference
Hot Sodium • 1000'F
Cold Sodium . 600*F

of axial stresses and sample results are plotted in
Figure 7 for the axial constraint of generalized
plane strain with rotation. Hoop stresses develop
due to differential radial expansion as illustrated
in Figure 8. The hoop stresses are "bending*1 in
nature and arises from the enforcement of
eoapatability of the pipe in the interface region.
It should also be noted in the example in Figure 8
that the suximum and minimum hoop stresses occur at
the top and bottom of the pipe cross section and are
small in oagnitude compared to peak axial stresses.
Radial stresses are snail and are limited to maximum
values of internal pressure in the pipe. Typical
primary system pressures in LtfFBBs are limited to
several hundred psi. For the purpose of this
assessment, radial stress is considered negligible.

Results from the parametric study are provided
in Table 3. Only one parameter was varied In a given
•et of analyses. Tbe sx>st significant result ia that
the (tress ranft aad peak axial itress arc net highly
sensitive to relatively wide variations In interface
thickness, film coefficient* location of the
interface snd axial constraint. The most pronounced
variations occured due to changes in the interface
thickness and axial constraint. The maximum elastic
stress as well as the stress renge decrease with the
increasing interface thickness. Maximum streis and
stress range for t*3.5 inches are 17 percent lower
than those for t*0. Interface thicknesses observed
in the water test6 ranged from 0.6 inch to 2.0 inches
while the interface thicknesses in actual sodium
systems are expected to be larger based on the effect
of Prandtl number.
The data in Table 3 (how a 16 percent increase
in stress when the cross section is constrained from
rotating. The generalized plane strain with rotation
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is however the s»st realistic and the rotation
produced by stratification corresponds to a 3.3
degree rotation of the cross section over a 20 foot
length of pipe. The maximum deflection of a pipe
under these conditions would be 1.8 inches at the
•idpoint.
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Figure 7

Formation of Axial Stress Due to
Static Stratified Flow

Results in Table 3 indicate that the stress
range is •inimun «t 6 n » 90*. but varies only 6
percent over a wide range of 8 m . The axial
stress components increase as 6 n decreases.
However, for 40* < 8 B < 140*, the maximum stress
varies by only 13 percent.
These results provide an interesting perspective
on the widely used formula

Bq. 2 represents the aaxiaua stress resulting
from full restraint of thermal bending. for this
reason it provides a good approxiaation for tbe
stress in e p?.pe in generalized plane strain without
rotation. Since the rotation due to stratification
is small, it also provides a good approximation for
stress due to stratification. «q. 2, evaluated for
AT * 400*P using avtfage material properties for
316 SS, yields a maximum stress of 53,000 psi. This
is slightly higher than the aaxiaun stress for
6^ • 40*. The strain range is equal to twice
this value, i.e., 106,000 psi, which is within 1
percent of the range predicted for generalized plane
•train with constrained rotation. Tbe upper limit of
the elastic axial stress for the bounding cases of
8 , - 0* and e D > 180* will approach this
value assuming tbe local region where the temperature
differs is completely constrained by tbe reaainder of
the pipe. Finally, the variation is stress due to
variations in film coefficient is insignificant being
less than 5 percent.

Thermal Striping
Oscillation of the interface produces
teaparatures and stresses in the wall which are
significantly different from the distributions
resulting froa e static interface. Through-the-wall
variations in temperature and stress are highly
nonlinear and tiae dependent. The frequency of
oscillation was empirically determined to be in the
range of 0.1 to 0.5 Hertz, amplitudes up to 60
percent of the asxiaua fluid temperature difference
were observed in the tests. The resulting
tomperature and stress distributions are analyzed
here based on the assumption that curvature in the
pipe wall can be neglected. For thermal
distributions in a pipe wall the effect of radius is
not important unless R~l/vW?«. For w • O.S Hertz,
1/VW2« • 0.066 inch which supports this assumption.
Also the ratio B/b is 24 which makes this assumption
valid for the structural response as well.

TABLE 3
STRESS RESULTS OF PARAMETRIC STUDY FOR
STATIC FLOV STRATIFICATION

1.

t
(in.)

0
0.72
1.2
3.5

h

HIGH «
HIGH
HIGH
HIGH

6m

90*
90"
90*
90*

HIGH
LOW

GPS
GPS
GPS
GPS

with
with
with
with

90*
90*

t
(in)

b

-43,000
-42,800
-42,000
-37,000

•48,100
•48,000
•47,200
•41,000

Range

91,100
90,800
89,200
78,000

Variation in h

GPS with Rotation
GPS with Kotation

3.

9B

Rotation
Rotation
Rotation
Rotation

Axial
Constraint

t
(in)

1.2
1.2

axial Stresses
(psi)
Minimum
Maximum

Axial
Constraint

2

h

Variation in t

Axial Stresses
(psi)
Minimum
Max imum
-42,000
-40,700

+47,200
•45,100

Range

89,200
85,800

Variation in

Axial
Constraint

Axial Stresses
(psi)
Minimum

Max imum

Range

40*
90*
140*

0.77
0.72
0.77

GPS with Rotation
SPS with Rotation
GPS with Rotation

•52,300
•48,000
•46,300

-46.100
-42,800
-50,400

98,400
90,800
96,700

40*
140*

0.77 PROTOTYPE GPS with Rotation
0.77 PROTOTYPE 6PS with Kotation

•51,600
•47,400

-*5.900
-51,000

97,500
98,400

HIGH
HIGH
HIGH

•See Table 2 for nuaerical values

Therefore, striping on a flat plate will adequately
approximate thermal striping on the inside pipe
wall. A sinusoidal variation in fluid temperature ia
assumed which is realistic based on the shape of
temperature variations measured In the tests. (The
•inusoidal wave shape is not apparent in Figure 3 due
to the compression of tbe time scale).
The two principal variables which effect theraal
striping stress are ftIn coefficient and striping
frequency. The attenuation of the amplitude of tbe
fluid temperature fluctuation varies significantly
over tbe range of frequency and film coefficient
which are prototypic of ctratified sodium. The
attenuation of fluid temperature fluctuation through
the fluid boundary layer is given by Jakob (3] as

(3)
1+2(B/b) • 2 ( B / b 2 ) 2
1tble 4 provides values of n for
representative frequencies and file coefficients, n
is a strong function of film coefficient and is
effected by frequency at lower values of film
coefficient. Pujimoto observed that the values of
dynamic film coefficients due to oscillations is
stratified flow vary from 1.25 to 7 times the nominal
value. Assuming that these factors can be applied to
sodium, for the worst case conditions in this study
the dynamic film coefficient would exceed 30,000
3TU/PT2-Hr-*F and n would approach unity. In
order to insure conservatism, the attenuation of the
thermal fluctuation through the fluid boundary is
neglected. If the dynamic film coefficients are
close to nominal values of b then n<<l and tbe
effect of thermal striping would be greatly reduced.
The uncertainity in this assumption remains and
additional research is needed to quantify dynamic
effects in sodium.
The state %,( stress in the pipe is also
dependent on frequency. The stress state due to
thermal striping is biaxial and the state of strain
is triaxial. The axial and hoop components of strain
may be represented by
c . , = c
axial
hoop

o(T - T

BOUNDARY LAYEH

coetticieni

BTU/Hr-Ft2-*F

(5)

In order to evaluate Eqs. 6 and 5 the transient
temperature distributions must be known. Carslnw and
Jaeger (41 provide a classical solution for a flat
plate subject to harmonic variation in fluid
temperature. Poindeiter 15) gives an indepth
examination of this solution with specific insight
into the effects frequency and plate thickness. The
maximum values of stress in Eq. 5 are given by
Poindeiter as

"max " S . <f > 'max

(6)

where AT represents the maximum range of
surface temperature and
- T
surface
average
AT/2
Poindexter also notes that
4 - •<£>

(8>

where B - /uiTJab. 4 approaches unity for
large B. Hence the maximum surface stress occurs on
a semi -infinite body. The same stress will develop
for finite thickness if u> is sufficiently large.
The examination of & for prototypic frequencies and
wall thickness indicates that the pipe wall resembles
a thermally thick plate. Results given by Poindexter
show that for u> = 0.5 Hertz and b = 0.5 inches, 6 =
3.37 and 4 = 0.88. Thus the largest surface stress
would occur at w = 0.5 Hertz. For AT = 240*F Eq.
6 yields emax - 42,600 psi. It is interesting to
note that Og^x is of the same order of magnitude
as the maximum stress due to static stratification.
FATIGUE

TABLE 4

Ftim

average

hoop

"axial

(4)
average

ATTBHUATION OF TEMPERATURE AMPLITUDE THROUGH FLUID

Frequency
w
(Hertz)

where T represents the temperature ct the poiDt
is the average temperature
of strain and T
aver4.e
through the pipe well. The radial strain is non-cero
ll
and is due to the Poisson's effect, neglecting
pressure, the radial stress is zero. The hoop and
arial stress components cun be readily derived from
Hooke's law as

AT surface
AT fluid

Fatigue damage due to a static stratified
interface and thermal striping are evaluated end
compared in order to understand fatigue damage due to
stratified flow. Fatigue design curves from the ASMt
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Case N-4 7 I 7] are
used as a basis of comparison. The effective strain
range used in the fatigue calculations is defined as

IHTT

hoop
<Ac

0.5

1,000

0 .27

0.5

15,000

0 .87

0.5

30,000

0 .93

0.1

1,000

,47

0.1

15,000

0..94

0.1

30,000

0..97

lfiC

r.di.l
- Ac

. ,)
axial

. . - Ac
ax<al
r

(9)

The state of stress through a pipe wall subject
to static stratification is uniaxial and strain
controlled. Hence, the effective strain range
represented by Eq- 9 simplifies to
. static stratification
At
= O.6T

(10)

TABLE S

tbe water tests da* to th« difference between the
Prandlt Bombers of water and sodium. Futhermora.
worst case film coefficients ware assumed In thl*
analysis. Sore detailed eyela counting and lass
conservative estimates of plastic strain would alao
reduce the calculated fatigue damage.

SUMMARY OF WORST CASK FATIGUE DAMAGE
(T/C4 « Location 2, 4.5 CHI)

AT
Static
Stratificstioo

B

(*F>

1

400

Thermal
Striping:

*'"t
(*>
0.44

B_
Hd

936

O.OOlOi

*

0.0827

1.6x10*

9*10" 6

140

0.290

3630

0.019S

240

0.496

712

0.0225
0.0431

Binimua, 4T

15

40

Average flT

71

Maxima *T

16

•A,

ODT for static stratification

.
At

BDT .
for theraal striping
. -— «
1-v max

t

"d

U . O x U T " in/ln-*F. 4

- 0.94, n . 0.5

The state of stress due to thermal striping is
biaxial and Eqs. 4, 7 and 9 may be combined to give
,

thermal striping ^ aiT
t
* 1-w

(11)

It should be niced that Eg. 11 it valid for
•laitic atrain if v . 0.3 and plastic (train if v
• 0.5. A velu- of v • 0.5 it uted in this analysis
to account for plastic strain.
In this assessment of fatigue damage, the inside
pipe wall it assumed to encounter 1 strain cycle due
to static stratification and the tun of the thermal
striping cycles measured in the tests. Teaperature
fluctuations were converted to ttrain ranges via Eq.
11 and strain cycles were conservatively auamed into
three strain range groups. Total fatigue damage was
calculated for each set of measurements using the
1000*-1200*F 316 SS fatigue design curve of Figure
T-1420 in Reference 6. The vorst total fatigue
damage due to thermal striping occured at
thermocouple » of location 2 for the 4.5 GPM flow
rate. (This it the taae data displayed in Figure
4.) A summary of the fatigue damage calculation io
given in Table 5 along with the fatigue damage due to
1 cycle of static stratified flow.
Results in Table 5 clearly indicate that the
fatigue daatage from theraal striping is large
relative to the fatigue daai.se due to static
stratification. Less than 3 percent of the fatigue
damage can be attributed to static stratified flow.
Furthermore, the total daaage due to 1 event is low.
However, in a plant life there aay be multiple duty
cycle events which produce reverse flow and
stratification at;/ have the potential to produce
significant fatigje damage and should therefore be
considered in the analysis of piping designs. It is
noted that the fi.tigue damages presented here ace
conservative. Ac:ual thermal gradients in sodium
piping tystems will be last than those measured in

aMCUISIMS
Stratified flow due to low velocity reverse
flows ha* the potential to produce significant
fatigae damage In primary pipe systems of loop type
LMTBBs. In simulated water model tests the Interface
between the hot and cold stratified fluids was
observed to oscillate In a wave Motion producing
theraal striping on the Inside pipe wall. Thermal
striping was identified as the major source of
fatigue damage and It It most severe at low value* of
Richardson number.
The major uncertainties in this study are
related to fluid behavior. Thermal gradients
measured In water model testa are conservative due to
the relative Prandtl numbers of water and sodium.
However, the degree of conservatism has not bsen
quantified and better correlation of water-to-aodiura
test data if needed. Alao, high values of film
coefficient were necessarily chosen to Inture
convcrsatism in the analysis of theraal striping.
Current data show a wide variation In dynastic film
coefficients. Fatigue due to thermal striping could
be significantly reduced If lower values of film
coefficient could be justified.
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Flow stratification due to reverse flow was
simulated in * 1/5 scale water codel of a UtFBR
primary pipe loop. The stratified flow was observed
to have a dynamic interface region which oscillated
in a wave pattern. The behavior of the interface was
characterized in terms of location, local temperature
fluctuation and duration for various reverse flow
condition;:. A structural assessment was performed to
determine '.he effects of stratified flow on the
fatigue life of the pipe. Both the atatic and
dynamic aspects of flow stratif •.-.atlon were
examined. The dynamic interface produces thermal
striping on the inside of the pipe wall which iB
shown to have the most deleterious effect on the pipe
wall and produce significant fatigue damage relative
to a static interface.

nozzle and up through the hot leg pipe. Flow
gratification Bay develop when the cold sodium
re»cbes a horizontal pipe section costsinicg hot
sodium. The controlling parameter for identifying
the initation of flow gratification is the
dUtensionless Biehardson number. The Richardson
number represents the ratio of bouyancy forces to the
inertial forces io the fluid flow. The bouyancy
forces are due to the difference in density between
the hot and cold fluids and under low velocity
reverse flow conditions the bouyancy forces dominate
the ioertial forces and stratification develops. The
interface region between the hot and cold sodium
layers is of particular interest because large
variations in local fluid temperature coupled with
characteristically high film coefficients can produce
large variations in tenp».-.ture in the pipe wall.
The resulting thermal stress fluctuations contribute
to fatigue of the pipe.

WTRODUCTION
Flow stratification is a phenomenon which has
the potential to cause significant fatigue damage in
liquid metal pipe systems. Stratified flow can occur
in loop type LMFBR primary pipe systems during remote
events which involve both a pony motor failure in one
loop and check valve leakage. During these events
reverse flow may initiate in the affected loop and
cold sodium residing in the intermediate heat
exchanger (IMS) is pushed backwards out of the inlet

Until recently there has been little research
directed toward the understanding of flow
stratification in piping systomB. The fluid
phenomenon is currently being evaluated by Kasza at
Argonne National Laboratory for piping systems
prototypic of thoBe found in loop type LMt'BEs. This
test program is intended to give pipe designers an
understanding of tbe problem and provide
reccmendations on how to minimize stratification

NOMENCLATURE
b
D
I>h
E
g
h
k
Bj
Ro
t
V

Thickness of pipe wall
Inside diameter of a pipe
Hydraulic diameter
= *-(Flow area)/(Wetted perimeter)
Young's modulus
Gravitation acceleration
H i m coefficient
Thermal conductivity
Inside radius of pipe
Outside radius of pipe
Thickness of interface region
Flow velocity

a
6
c
&p
AT
i
il
6m
p
u

Thermal diffusivity
___
Dimensionless thickness, /w/2ab
Strain
Difference in density due to temperature
difference &T
tlaximum temperature difference in fluid
Surface to average temperature difference
A T surface/fiT fluid
Angle from vertical indicating location of
central position of the stratified interface
Density
Frequency of oscillation

effects. Kasza has developed • correlation between
the Biehardson number and the initiation of flow
stratification. Theie r e m i t s indicate that
stratification will probably develop during low
velocity reverse flow -'«i>ti in LHFBK prtmsry pipe
systems. Fujimoto 11) performed tests to investigate
flow stratification in pipes with the specific
purpose of studying the fluid behavior in the
vicinity of the interface between the hot and cold
fluids. He obst.-ved significant wave notion at the
interface which resembled the wave motion of flow in
an open channel. Moreover, he concluded that the
filn coefficients at the interface were as high as
seven times nominal values. Although these studies
provide key data in quantifying the fluid phenomenon,
they do not address the effects of stratification on
the pipe structure.
The purpose of the present study is to provide
an understanding of how flow stratification
contributes to fatigue damage in UKFBB primary pipe
systests. Stratified flow was simulated for reverse
flow conditions in a series sf scsled water tests.
The fluid behavior was observed and local fluid
temperature fluctuations were •ensured.
Under
reverse flow conditions, highly dynamic t h e r m 1
fluctuations were observed which were due to the wave
motions of the interface of the hot and cold fluid
layers. In this study, fatigue damage due to static
stratified flow and the dynamic wave actions are
examined. It is demonstrated that the dynamic nature
of stratific»tioa can be the most deleterious to the
pipe wall.

T

Figure 1

WATER MODEL TKSTS

Ri
Reverse flow events, typical of those which
occur in loop type 1JSFBR prinary pipe systems, were
simulated in scaled water model tests. The objective*
is to obtain fluid temperatures for use in
calculating pipe wall temperatures and subsequently
thermal stresses and fatigue damage. The model was
constructed from plexiglass pipe and is illustrated
in Figure 1. The model includes £ large diameter
(6.5 inch I.D.) hot leg which connects the reactor
vessel with the primary pump ana a smaller diasieter
(4.0 inch I.D.) hot leg connecting the primary pump
anO intermediate heat exchanger <THX). The volume of
fluid in the pump model is representative of the
volume of fluid in a scaled primary pump, however,
the pump dynamics were not modeled. The pipe model
W » B initially filled with static 130-F water.
Reverse flow was simulated by injecting 70*F water at
the 1HX inlet. Dye was injected into the cold stream
for flow visualization. Transient fluid temperature
were measured at cross sections 1 through 5 'Figure
1) using closely spacad thermocouples around the
circumference of the pipe wall. The thermocouples
were Type I grounded thermocouples with time
constants in a range of 0.1 - 0.3 seconds. Figure 2
illustrates the placement of thermocouples in the
cross sections. This arrangement was designed
specifically to detect the location of the interface
between the hot and cold layers as stratified flow
developes and moves up through the cross section.

Test Conditions
The selection of parameters for the scaled water
tests was based on similitude of the Richardson number

Water Model of a LMFBR Primary Hot Leg

k£

Reverse flow velocities were selected such t'uat
Richardson nuabers in the tests were equal to
prototypic values for a LMFBE primary pipe system.
Maximum reverse flows in current LHFBR designs are
limited by check valve leakage to 1100 GPH. The
maximum difference in sodium temperature for reverse
flow events in loop type LKPBKs is 400*F.
Diameters
ol 23 inches and 35 inches were used as diameters for
prototypic hot leg pipes and SLchardson numbers were
calculated for maximum reverse flow velocities in
each f'i-~ leg. Test flow rates were based on
simulation of 42 percent to 100 percent of the
maximum reverse flow rates. The selected test
conditions are sumnarized in Table 1.
Establishing similitude based on the Richardson
number does not insure complete similitude between
the model and prototype. The Reynolds numbers should
be equivalent for dynamic similitude and the Prandtl
numbers should be equivalent for thermal similitude.
For these tests similitude of both the Reynolds
number and Frandtl number cannot be established
concurrently with the similitude of the Richardson
number. The Reynolds numbers of the reverse flow for
actual plant events are turbulent being in a range of
1 0 5 - 1 0 6 . The Eeynolds numbers in the tests fall
in the laminar to turbulent transition range (Table
1).
Thus, the dynamics of the fluid in the test do
not simulate that of the plant. Although similitude
in dynamics is not rigoriously established, tests
which have turbulent flow regimes should provide
reasonable dynamic simulation. Moreover, the thermal

TABLE 1
SUHMAEY OF TEST CONDTTIOKS

Cold Water
Flow Bate
Si

Re*
21?!

6.0

5.3

8.5

4.5

9.5

6.4

3.0

21.4

4.3

7.1

44.0

6.1

5.0

88.0
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Figure 2

Location of Thermocouples in Pipe
Cross Sections

gradients in actual plant events are expected to be
ouch lower than in the tests because the Prendtl
number of sodium is of the order of 1000 tines lower
than that of water. The effect of Prandtl number is
judged to dominlta over any differences in dynamic
behavior between the test and the plent. Thus,
thermal gradients observed in the water tests trill be
greater than those in s LHFBB prissry pipe systsc end
thermal (tresses calculated fro* the water test data
will be conservative.
Observations and Results
Stratificaticr. was observed to develop under all
test conditions. The interface between the hot and
cold fluids moved •lowly up through the cross
sections until the antire pipe was filled with cold
fluid. Based on the duration and the amplitude of
fluid temperature difference, the worst locations in
the small and large pipe sections were 2 and 5
respectively. Figure 3 illustrates the temperature
distribution at location 2. The time required to
completely wash out the hot fluid increased with
increasing Kichardson number. Illustrating this
point, stratification disappeared after 500 seconds
at location 2 for a flow rate of 6.0 G P K while it
persisted after 4000 seconds at location S with *
flow rate of 3.0 GPH. T h e thickness of the interface
region, within which the temperature changed from the
hot fluid temperature to that of the cold fluid,
varied in the range of 0.6 to ? inches.

Another significant observation was the
oscillation of the interface region. Forces in the
•hear flow caused the stratified interface to
fluctuate in a wave notion similar to that described
by Fujimoto. This was most pronounced at low
Richardson numbers. The movement of the interface
region causes severe transient thermal fluctuations
in the pipe wall termed "thermal striping". Figure 4
illustrates the resulting local temperature variation
for the worst case thermal striping. Note that the
curves in Figure 3 denote average data because local
fluctuations such as those shown in Figure 4, are
filtered out. The frequency of the thermal striping
varies between 0.1 and 0.5 Hertz and under worst case
conditions the amplitudes are as high as 60 percent
of the maximum difference in fluid temperature. The
worst case thermal striping was measured by
thermocouple 4 at location 2 during the 4.5 GPM
test. The duration of the striping was 440 seconds.
a total of 102 cycles was counted. Fifteen percent
of this total measured less than ten percent of the
fluid &T. Seventy percent of the cycles were less
than thirty-five percent of the fluid 4T while only
two percent measured less than sixty percent of the
fluid AT. ThuB only a small percent of the total
cycles approached the maximum amplitude.
Thus, two sources of fatigue were identified in
these tests. The first source is from stress due to
the presence of a static stratified fluid which
maintains the top of the pipe at a higher temperature
than the bottom. The second source is from stress
due to the dynamics of the interface region which
produces thermal striping on the pipe wall. The
thermal stresses which result from these two
phenomena are examined in the next section.

the Interface is relatively faat, producing
time-dependent distributions of temperature and
•treat in tbe pips wall. The distributions of
temperature and elastic (trass for both of these
problems ere examined in tbia section.
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Static H o w Stratification
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Worst Case Average Temperature Distributions
in the Small Diameter Pipe
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Figure 4

Toe temperature gradients and stresses due to
static atratified flow «sere assessed using ihe WSCAN
finite element program 121. Finite element models
were constructed of Z-D quadratic isoparametric
elements ant ere illustrated in Figure 5. The jsodels
represent • large diameter thin walled 316 SS pipe,
typical of those fcund in loop type UtFBBt. The
fluid was modeled a* an isothermal hot (1000'F) layer
of sodium residing over en isothermal cold (600*F)
layer of sodium separated by en interface region
within which the flaid temperature varied linearly.
k parametric study was performed to examine the
sensitivity of solutions to variables which ere
necessarily assumed in tbe analysis. The parameters
varied in tbe thermal analysis are the interface
thickness, t, the film coefficients in each region,
h, and the location of the intet-face fig. These
variables are illustrated in Figure 6. Linear
elastic stress solutions were generated from the
resulting thermal distributions and the additional
variable of pipe constraint was introduced in the
calculation of stress. Internal pressure was
neglected.
Th» values of the variables ezaained in the
parametric study are listed in Table 2. Interface
thicknesses span those observed in the water model
test. The largest value was judged to be
representative of actual in sodium gradients. The
heat transfer between the fluid and pipe was modeled
while tbe outside pipe was adiabatic. Sounding
values of film coefficients were based on static bot
sodium and flowing cold sodium. The dynamics of
thermal striping were considered in computing values
of film coefficient in the interface region even
though thermal striping itself was neglected.

Response of Thermocouple Illustrating
Worst Case Thermal Striping Fluctuations

THERK/IL STRESSES
Thermal stresses which result from
stratification were studied ae a basis for assessing
fatigue damage. In order to simplify the analysis,
the thermal gradients in the pipe wall were decoupled
into two categories based on the two features of
stratification previously identified. They are:
A.

static stratification represented by hot and
cold layers of sodium separated by an
interface region and

B.

thermal striping due to the oscillation of
the interface.

0£«H HUH
%EtEMEMTS
THROUGHWAU

neglecting oscillation of the interface, the
movement of the stratification up through the pipe
cross section is sufficiently slow chat the
assumption of the "static" interface closely
approximates the phenomenon. The thermal and stress
distributions for this problem are essentially
time independent. In contrast, the oscillation of

Ficure 5

Finite Element Models of Static
Stratified Flow

TABLE 2
VARIABLES IN PAtABETBIC STUM OF STATI~ _tATE
FLOW STRATIFICATION
1.

Interface Thieknei*

2.

•

t . o"

•
•
•

t - 0.72"
t . 1.2"
t - 3.5"

Fil» Coefficient (
Hr-FtJ -•»

.

High V.lu..

"HOT * 9 0 0
h l H T E R [ p A c E . 12000
"COLD '

Figure 6

Definition of Variables for Parametric
Study of Static Stratified Flow

b

•

1200

H0T

Low Values
"COLD "

Fujlmoto concluded that film coefficients in the
interface region can be as high at 7 tisrss the
nominal value. In this study the highest film
coefficients were 10 tisus the oraiinal.
The location of the interface was varied from
8,, - 40* to 8 B - 140*. Extreme values of
8a were not analyzed becauBe they represent
limiting cases which can be assessed in a. simplified
Banner. At the initiation of a very low velocity
event 8 B . 180* and 8 m approaches 0' at the
end of an event. Stresses for these limiting values
of B B can be readily analyzed by considering the
entire pipe section as being isothermal with a local
deviation in wall temperature equal to the maximum
fluid &T. In Buch cases, the region where the
temperature differs can be assumed to be fully
constrained by the remainder of the pipe. It is the
intermediate values of 6,, which produce problems
that are statically indeterminant and hence are of
interest. The Best prototypic axial constraint of
the pipe is generalized plane strain with rotation.
This constraint allows both a constant axial
deflection and a constant rotation of the pipe cross
lection, i.e., the net axial force and net axial
moment are zero. This corresponds to the commonly
employed beam mode of deformation where plane
•ections remain plane. Generalized plane strain
without rotation, i.e., c,,ial = constant, ie
slightly over constraining. Plane strain i.e.,
'axial = °. ia extremely over constraining and
unrealistic and is not considered in this study.
The mechanics of the formation of stratification
•tresses provides insight to the structural
response. Temperatures in the pipe were found to be
nearly constant through the wall and wore isothermal
• short distance a short distance from the
interface. The largest component of stress is axial
which develops from differential axial expansion
through the pipe cross section. The axiel stresses
»re nearly constant through the pipe wall and
therefore are appropriately termed "membrane". The
distribution of axial stress around the circumference
is a function of the axial constraint. The formation

6
_S
•

3.

40* 900
140* 900

h
INTERFACE
9000
52000

h
COLD
900
5200

High
Central
Low

6 - .40'
6 » 90*
6 « 140*

Axial Constraint
•
•

5.

h
HOT

Location of Interface
•
•
s

4.

Prototjpic
Values

3000

600

Generalized plane strain w/rotation
Generalized plane strain w/o rotation

Temperature Difference
•
•

Hot Sodium = 1000*F
Cold Sodium * 600*F

of axial stresses and sample results are plotted in
Figure 7 for the axial constraint of generalized
plane strain with rotation. Hoop stresses develop
due to differential radial expansion as illustrated
in Figure 8. The hoop stresses are "bending" in
nature and arises from the enforcement of
compatability of he pipe in the interface region.
It should also be noted in the example in Figure 8
that the maximum and minimum hoop stresses occur at
the top and bottom of the pipe cross section and are
•mall in magnitude compared to peak axial stresses,
radial stresses are small and are limited to maximum
values of internal pressure in the pipe. Typical
primary system pressures in LMFBBs are limited to
several hundred psi. Por the purpose of this
assessment, radial stress is considered negligible.

ficcultE from the parametric study are provided
in r«ble 3. Only one paraaeter was varied in a given
set of analyses. The most significant result is that
the stress range and peak axial (trees are Dot highly
sensitive to relatively wide variations in interface
thickness, film coefficient, location of the
interface and axial constraint. The mast pronounced
variations occured due to changes in the interface
thickness and axial constraint. The faaximun elastic
stress as Hell as the stress range decrease with the
increasing interface thickness. Haxittum stress and
stress range for t=3.5 inches are 17 percent 1 oarer
than those for t=0. Interface thicknesses observed
in the water tests ranged froa 0.6 inch to 2.0 inches
while the interface thicknesses in actual (odium
systens are expected to be larger based on the effect
of Prandtl number.
The data in Table 3 show a 16 percent increase
in stress when the cross section is constrained from
rotating. The generalized plane strain with rotation

(•) FREE lODr DIAGRAM

180°

a) UNCONSTRAINED DEFORMATION

TENSION

I = 1.2 INCHES
AT • «M°F, An = tO0. h = HIGH VALUES

k) KOOP STRESS VARIATION
t80°
b) CONSTRAINED DEFORMATION

Figure 8

Formation of Hoop Stress Due to
S t a t i c S t r a t i f i e d Flow

is however thf «ost realistic and the rotation
produced by stratification corresponds to a 3.3
degree rotation of the cross section over a 20 foot
length of pipe. The maximum deflection of a pipe
under these conditions would be 1.8 inches at the
•idpoint.
Results in Table 3 indicate that the stress
range is minimum at 6 a = 90*, but varies only 8
percent over a wide range of 6^. The axial
stress components increase as Bu decreases.
However, for «0* < 8 m < 140*, tha maximum stress
varies by only 13 percent.
c) RESULTING AXIAL MEMBRANE STRESS DISTRIBUTION

ju-e 7

Formation of Axial Stress Due to
Static Stratified Flow

These results provide an interesting perspective
on the widely used formula

(2)

Bo,. 2 represents the naxiMxft stress resulting
from full restraint of tbenul bending. For this
reason it provides * good approximation for the
stress In a pipe in generalized plane strain without
rotation. Bine* the rotation due to stratification
is snail, it also provides a good approximation for
stress due to stratification. B<j. 2, evaluated for
AT - tOO'f using average msterisl properties for
316 SS, yields a uxisuim stress of 53,000 psi. This
is slightly higher than the maximum stress for
6, • 40*. The strain range is equal to twice
this value, i.e., 106,000 psi, which it within 1
percent of the range predicted for generalized plane
strain with constrained rotation. The upper limit of
the elastic axial strese for the bounding cases of
6^ . 0" and 6 C .. 180* will approach this
value emumlng the local region where the temperature
differs is completely constrained by the remainder of
the pipe. Finally, the variation is stress due to
variations in film coefficient is insignificant being
less than S percent.

thermal Striping
Oscillation of the interface produces
temperatures and stresses In the wall which are
significantly different from the distributions
resulting fren a static interface. Through-the-wall
variations tn temperature and stress are highly
nonlinear and tine dependent. The frequency of
oscillation was empirically determined to be in the
range of 0.1 to 0.5 Hertz. Amplitudes up to 60
percent of the maximum fluid temperature difference
uere observed in the tests. The reulting
temperature and stress distributions are analysed
here based on the assumption that curvature in the
pipe wall can be neglected. For thermal
distributions In a pipe wall the effect of radius is
not important unless R~l//w/2«. For cu * 0.5 Hertz,
1//W2" - C.066 inch which supports this assumption.
Also the ratio B/b is 24 which makes this assumption
valid for the structural response as well.

TABLE 3
STRESS RESULTS OF PARAMETRIC STUDY FOR
STATIC FLOW STRATIFICATION

1.

t
(in.)

0
0.72
1.2
3.5

h

HIGH*
HIGH
HIGH
HIGH

GPS
GPS
GPS
CPS

2.

h

HIGH
LOW

90*
90°

t
(in)

h

•48,100
448,000
+4 7,200
-.41,000

Rotation
Rotation
Rotation
Rotation

-43,000
-42,800
-42,000
-37,000

iange

91,100
90,800
89,200
78,000

Variation in h

GPS with Rotation
GPS with Eotation

3.

8m

with
with
with
with

Axial
Constraint

t
(in)

1.2
1.2

Axial Streases
<psi>
Maximum
Minimum

Axial
Constraint

6m

90*
90*
90*
90"

Variation in t

Axial Stresses
(psi)
Maximum
Minimum

+47,200
+45,100

-42,000
-40,700

Sange

89,?00
85,800

Variation in
Axial
Constraint

Axial Stresses
(psi)
Minimum
Maximum

Range

40*
90*
140*

0 .77
0 .72
0 .77

GPS with Rotation
GPS with Eotation
GPS with Rotation

+ 52 ,300
+ 48 ,000
+ 46,300

-46,100
-42,800
-50,400

98 ,400
90 ,800
96 ,700

40*
140*

0 .77 PROTOTYPE GPS with Rotation
0 .77 PROTOTYPE GPS with Rotation

+ 51 ,600
+ 47,400

-45,900
-51,000

97 ,500
98 ,400

HIGH
HIGH
HIGH

•See Table 2 for numerical values

Therefore, striping on a flnt plat* will adequately
approximate thermal striping on the inside pipe
wall. A sinusoidal variation in fluid temperature is
assumed which is realistic twised on the thape of
temperature variations swsmirod in tbe tasts. (The
sinusoidal wave shape is no': apparent is Figure 3 due
to the compression of tbe tifne seal*).
The two princip«l variables which effect thermal
striping stress
ie film coefficient and striping
frequency. The attenuation of the amplitude of the
fluid temperature fluctuation varies significantly
over the range of frequency and film coefficient
which ire prototypic of stratified sodium. Tbe
attenuation of fluid tewperature fluctuation through
tbe fluid boundary layer is given by Jakob [3] as

•2(B/b Z >

2(B/b2)2

Table 4 provides values of n for
representative frequencies and film coefficients, n
iB a strong function of film coefficient and ir
effected by frequency at lower values of film
coefficient. Fujistoto observed that the values of
dynamic film coefficients due to oscillations is
stratified flow vary from 1.25 to 7 tisies tbe nominal
value. Assuming that these factors can be applied to
sodium, for the trorot case conditions in this study
the dynamic film coefficient would exceed 30,000
B1U.'FI2-Hr-"F ond r, would approach unity.
In
order to insure conservatism, the attenuation of the
thermal fluctuation through the fluid bouniary is
neglected.
If the dynamic film coefficients are
close to nominal values of h then n « l and tbe
effect of thermal striping would be greatly reduced.
The uncertainity in this assumption remains and
additional research is needed to quantify dynamic
effects 'n sodium.
The state of stress in the pipe is also
dependent on frequency. The stress state due to
thermal striping is biaiial erd the state of strain
is triaxial. The axial and hoop components of strain
may be represented by

axial

hoop

a(T - T

where T represents tbe temperature at the point
of strain and T » v e r , g e i» tbe average temperature
tbrougb tbe pipe wall. Th« radial strain Is non-zero
and is due to the Poitson's effect,
neglecting
pressure, the radial stress is rero. The boop and
axial stress components can be readily derived from
Hooke'c law as

"axial

(T

hoop

T

everage

(5)

Ic order to evaluate Eqs. 4 and i tbe transient
temperature distributions must be known. Carslaw and
Jaeger (4] provide a classical solution for a flat
plate subject to harmonic variation In fluid
temperature. Polndezter 15) gives an indepth
examination of this solution with specific Insight
into tbe effects frequency and plate thickness. The
maximum value: of stress in Bq. 5 are given by
Poindexter as
Ea

AT

,

(6)

"max " itv T ' *-.x
where AT represents the maximum range of
surface temperature and
surface ~
(

average.
>

Poindexter also notes that
•(8)

(8)

where B • v~u/2at. i approaches unity for
large 8. Hence the maximum surface stress occurs on
a semi-infinite body. The same stress will develop
for finite thickness if u is sufficiently large.
The examination of 4 for prototypic frequencies and
wall thickness indicates that the pipe wall resembles
a thermally thick plate. Results given by Poindexter
show that for u * 0.5 Hertz and b * 0.5 inches, B =
3.37 and 1 = 0.88. Thus the largest surface stress
would occur at u * 0.5 Hertz. For AT = 240*F Eq.
6 yields « n a i • 42,600 psi. It is interesting to
note that c ^ g is of the same order of magnitude
as the maximum stress due to static stratification.

i
average
FATIGUE

TABLE 4
ATTENUATION OF TEMPERATURE AMPLITUDE THROUGH FLUID
BOUNDARY LAYER

Frequency
u
(Hertz)

Film Coefficient
BTU/Hr-Ft'-'F

Fatigue damage due to a static stratified
interface and thermal striping are evaluated and
compared in order to understand fatigue damage due to
stratified flow. Fatigue design curves from the ASME
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Case N-47 [7) are
used as a basis of comparison. The effective strain
range used in the fatigue calculations is defined as

fic

t

n

=

AT surface
AT fluid

=

"Sr.dial
•f (Ac.
- Ac
. ,> 2
hoop
axial

(9)
0.5

1,000

0.27

0.5

15,000

0.87

0.5

30,000

0.93

0.1

1,000

0.47

0.1

15,000

0.94

0.1

30,000

0.97

The state of stress through a pipe wall subject
to static stratification is uniaxial and strain
controlled. Hence, the effective strain range
represented by Eq. 9 simplifies to
static strstification

aAT

(10)

TABLE 5

the water tasts due to the difference between the
Prandlt numbers of water and aodium. Futharmore,
worst caae film coefficients ware assumed in this
analysis. More detailed cycle counting and lass
conservative estimates of plastic strain would also
reduce the calculated fatigue darage.

OF HOBS! CASE FATIGUE DAMAGE
(T/C4 9 Location 2, 4.5 GP3)

Strut i f i c a t i o a

n

4T
<*f>

Ae«
1
{%)

H
d

1

400

0.44

936

0.0827

1.6H06

9xlO~ 6

—
Md
0.00107

Thanul
Striping:

*

Hinimum AT

IS

40

Average AT

71

140

0.290

3630

0.C19S

Maximum AT

16

240

0.496

712

0.0225
0.0431

Ud

*Ac
Ac

- aAT for static stratification
• r— 4

for thermal striping

a - 11.0xl0~ 6 in/in-*F, e - > x • 0.94, o - 0.5

The state of stress due to thermal striping is
biaxial and Eqs. 4, 7 and 9 Bay be -cabined to give
.

tharmal striping
t

oAT ,
" 1-v max

(11)

It should be noted that Eq. 11 is valid for
alastic strain If v . 0.3 and plastic strain if v
» 0.5. A value of >J • 0.5 is used in this analysis
to account for plastic strain.
In this assessaent of fatigue damage, the inside
pipe wall is assumed to encounter 1 strain cycle due
to atatic stratification and the Bum of the thermal
striping cycles measured in the tests. Temperature
fluctuations Here converted to strain ranges via Eo.
11 and strain cycles were conservatively summed into
three strain range groups. Total fatigue damage m s
calculated for each 3et of measurements using the
1000*-1200*F 316 SS fatigue design curve of Figure
T-142C in Reference 6. The worst total fatigue
damage due to thermal striping secured at
thermocouple 4 of location 7 for the 4.5 CPU flots
rate. (This is the sane data displayed in Figure
4.) A summary of the fatigue damage calculation is
given in Table 5 along with the fatigue damage due to
1 cycle of static stratified flow.
Results in Table 5 clearly indicate that the
fatigue damage from thermal striping is large
relative to the fatigue damage due to static
stratification. Less than 3 percent of the fatigue
damage can be attributed to static stratified flow.
Furthermore, the total damage due to 1 event is low.
However, in a plant life there may be multiple duty
cycle events which produce reverse flow and
stratification may have the potential to produce
significant fatigue damage and should therefore be
considered in the analysis of piping designs. It is
noted that the fatigue damages presented here are
conservative. Actual thermal gradients in sodium
piping systems will be less than those measured in

C0MCUISIMS
Stratified flow due to low velocity reverse
flows has the potential to produce significant
fatigue damage in primary pipe systems of loop type
LHFBRs. In simulated water model tests the interface
between the hot and cold stratified fluids was
observed to oscillate in c wave motion producing
thermal striping on the inside pipe wall. Thermal
striping was identified ac the major aource of
fatigue damage and it is most severe at low values of
Richardson number
The major uncertainties in this study are
related to fluid behavior. Thermal gradient*
measured in water model tests are conservative due to
the relative Prandtl numbers of water and aodium.
However, the degree of conservatism has not been
quantified and better correlation of water-to-sodium
test data is needed. Also, high values of film
coefficient were necessarily chosen to insure
conversatiam in the analysis of thermal striping.
Current data show a wide variation in dynamic film
coefficients. Fatigue due to thermal striping could
be significantly reduced if lower values of film
coefficient could be justified.
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